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DEFINITION: 
“Thermodynamically Miscible Polymer Blend”: 
two component system molecularly mixed 
MISCIBLE POLYMER BLENDS 
weak interactions between the two components 
Experimental fact: Different segmental dynamics (α-relaxation) 
for each component in the blend	
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“DYNAMIC HETEROGENEITY”: Consequences 
Consequences:	
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Tg A Tg B 
•  Two dynamic Tg’s	

   in the blend	

•  Two equilibrium	

  -non equilibrium 	

   (DSC) Tg’s?	

  (“effective Tg’s”)	

•  Loss of ‘equilibrium’	

   behavior for the fast	

   component B	

 τ ≈ 100s	

Tg A/AB Tg B/AB 
ASYMMETRIC POLYMER BLENDS AB 
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•  Dynamic asymmetry:	
 Very different mobilities of component	

           A (slow) and B (fast) in the blend	

Δ(T) = τ    ??(T) A/AB	

τ    ??(T) B/AB	

Dynamic asymmetry increases	

as T decreases	

•  Composition asymmetry: Concentration rich	

                    in the ‘slow’ component <φA> > 0.7 	
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α-Relaxation and Concentration 
Fluctuations in Asymmetric Polymer 
Blends: PVME/PSCN	

SEGMENTAL DYNAMICS IN ASYMMETRIC POLYMER BLENDS 
BLENDS OF FUNCTIONALIZED PS AND PVME 
PS    Si      X 	

PS	

CH3	
 X≡H (PSHPS)           PS(1K)       Tg≈ 328K 	
X≡CN (PSCNPS)     PS(1K)       Tg≈ 328K 	
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CN: strong dipole moment	

Asymmetric blends with PVME ΔTg≈78K	

PS-dynamics dielectrically visible	

PVME	
PSCNPS	

PSHPS	
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variance of the concentration fluctuations	
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α-RELAXATION AND CONCENTRATION FLUCTUATIONS	
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Chain-Dynamics in the non-Entanglement 
Regime (Rouse) of Asymmetric Polymer 
Blends	

Short break: ROUSE model	

THE ROUSE MODEL 
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Rouse chain: target chain in a melt of similar chains	

•  Constant friction coefficient ξ 	

•  Stochastic random forces  	

•  Entropic forces (‘springs’)	
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THE ROUSE MODEL 
Correlation function of Rouse modes:	

No spatial correlation	

No time correlation	

Relaxation times	
 Rouse rate	

Large wavelength (N/p): slower relaxation times	

      (the slowest time) = ‘the Rouse time’	
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Chain-Dynamics in the non-Entanglement 
Regime (Rouse) of Asymmetric Polymer 
Blends:	

PMMA/PEO MD-simulations	

“Bead-Spring” A/B model MD-simulations	

POLY(ETHYLENE OXIDE) / POLY(METHYL METACRYLATE) 
PEO PMMA	

Tg ≈ 210K	
 Tg ≈ 400K	
ΔTg ≈ 190K	
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Dynamic asymmetry	

Composition asymmetry	

PEO and PMMA, narrow molecular weight distributions 	

PEO and PMMA, deuterated and protonated	

PEO - MD-SIMULATIONS: Rouse Mode correlators 
Coarse-graining: 1 monomer =  1 blob	

Rouse-Mode correlators	
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Normal coordinates	
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PEO IN PEO/PMMA - MD-SIMS: 	

Rouse Mode correlators	

PEO in PEO/PMMA	

pure PEO	
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BEAD-SPRING MODEL OF ASYMMETRIC POLYMER BLENDS	

Simulations of coarse-grained bead-spring models	

BEAD-SPRING POLYMER MODEL 70A/30B	

 (composition asymmetry) 	

A-chains	

“SLOW”	

B-chains	

“FAST”	

(dynamic asymmetry)	

increases as T decreases	

N < Nc ~ 40	

Expected Rouse Dynamics	

BEAD-SPRING MODEL OF ASYMMETRIC POLYMER BLENDS	

Simulations of coarse-grained bead-spring models	
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BEAD-SPRING MODEL OF ASYMMETRIC POLYMER BLENDS	

Simulations of coarse-grained bead-spring models	

BEAD-SPRING POLYMER MODEL 70A/30B	

 (composition asymmetry) 	

A-chains	

“SLOW”	

B-chains	

“FAST”	

(dynamic asymmetry)	

increases as T decreases	

N < Nc ~ 40	

Expected Rouse Dynamics	
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SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FROM SIMULATIONS 	

Strong deviations from simple Rouse behavior for	

the fast component of the blend, in particular at low T.	

Deviations driven by the frozenning of the slow 	

component, i.e., by the increase of the dynamic	

asymmetry in the system. 	
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Non-exponentiality	

of Rouse correlators	
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PEO in	

PEO/PMMA	

bead-spring	

A Generalized Langevin Equation	

 Scenario	

 GENERALIZED LANGEVIN EQUATION	

Values of the parameters and scaling features 	

Generalized Langevin Equations (GLE)	

Memory function due to the slow component	

Rouse:	
 Reptation:	
Prediction (GLE):	
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FROM ROUSE TO “CONFINED CHAINS”	

Homopolymers	

Rouse	
 Entangled chains	

Crossover	

Increasing Mw	

Asymmetric blends	

Rouse	
 “Confined chains”	

Crossover	

Increasing asymmetry	

Slowing down density fluctuations	

Frozenning of the slow component 	

RRM based on GLE	

Can the experimental data be described 
in this theoretical framework? 	

RENORMALIZED ROUSE MODELS & NEUTRON SCATTERING	

Mean-squared segment correlation function	

Valid for non-exponential Cp(t) if the modes are orthogonal	

NEUTRON SCATTERING	

Rouse mode correlators	
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CHECKING THE GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION:	

PEO MD-SIMULATIONS	

PEO: Neutrons and Simulation results        Rouse behavior	

φnm(t) calculated from the non-exponential Cp(t) 	
€ 
Schain (Q,t) directly calculated from the MD-simulations	

Good agreement!!	
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CHECKING THE GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION:	

PEO/PMMA MD-SIMULATIONS	

PEO/PMMA (20/80) blend	

φnm(t) calculated from the non-exponential Cp(t) 	
€ 
Schain (Q,t) directly calculated from the MD-simulations	

Strong disagreement!!	
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CHECKING THE GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION:	

BEAD-SPRING MD-SIMULATIONS	

A/B (70/30) blend	

φnm(t) calculated from the non-exponential Cp(t) 	
€ 
Schain (Q,t) directly calculated from the MD-simulations	

Strong disagreement!!	
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CHAIN DYNAMICS OF PEO IN PEO/PMMA: NEUTRON SCATTERING 
Incoherent measurements	

Sself(Q,t) BS	

pure PEO	

PEO/PMMA	

resolution	
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Schain(Q,t) NSE 	

€ 
β < 0.5 (Rouse)	
 Pure Rouse bad description!	

Strong deviations from 
normal Rouse behavior	
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RENORMALIZED ROUSE MODELS & DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY	

End-to-End correlation function	
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Valid also for non-exponential Cp(t)	

€ 
Φee (t) directly calculated from	

the MD-simulations	

€ 
Φee (t) calculated from	

Non-exponential Cp(t) 	

Bead-spring A/B (70/30) blend	
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RENORMALIZED ROUSE MODELS & DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY	

End-to-End correlation function	

measured by dielectric spectroscopy	

Type-A polymers	

“Normal mode frequency domain”	
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POLYISOPRENE / POLY-TERT-BUTYLSTYRENE 
PI PtBS	

Tg ≈ 200K	
 Tg ≈ 370K	
ΔTg ≈ 170K	

35 PI / 65 PtBS 
Dynamic asymmetry	

Composition asymmetry	
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35 PI / 65 PtBS 
Normal mode of PI	
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Phenomenological approach guided by RRM and simulation results	

Non-exponential Rouse correlators Cp(t)	
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Mode-number scaling of correlation times τp ∝ p-x      x ≥ 2	
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Are  x and β correlated?	
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(K.S. Schweizer, J. Chem. Phys. 91 (1989) 5802)	

Low-p limit	

Stretched KWW-form	

N/p scaling parameter                     x and β determined independently!	

Normal mode correlators	
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N/p scaling parameter                     x and β determined independently!	
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Working in the frequency domain                                 results          	
35 PI / 65 PtBS
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CHAIN-DYNAMICS IN ASYMMETRIC POLYMER BLENDS	

CONCLUSIONS  
•  Strong deviations from Rouse behavior for the unentangled	

   fast component driven by the dynamic asymmetry in the	

   system (frozenning of the slow component) instead of by the	

   length of the chains.	

•  Scaling features similar to those predicted by GLE for	

  entangled chains.	

•  Normal mode dielectric data in asymmetric polymer blends	

  can be well described in this framework.	

